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Every day when I come home, I find which ever word I used most that day, and I color it. This book

is great. The paper is excellent quality, and the black background helps to hide my mistakes when I

color too aggressively and go out of the lines. No, the pages are not perforated, if I want to take

page out, and hang it on the break room fridge so that my stupid coworker sees it, I just use my

exacto knife to cut it out. This really does help to release my anger, perfect title for this book. If you

have an idiot co worker, an idiot spouse, an idiot mom in law, a douche neighbor, you need this

book. This would make an excellent gift for anyone in your life that loves and collects adult coloring

books.

Length:   4:59 Mins

This by far is one of my favorite coloring books. It has great quality pictures as well as funny swear

word sayings, which a couple I do not understand but that is still quite alright. I also like that you can

get a few free downloads to print off your computer afterwards which is always nice. The only

downfall is that I wish they had perforated lines to tear the pages out and display our favorites in a

frame. Yes we are them kind of people that love our coloring and cussing to display for our friends

and family.Overall we love this coloring book and highly recommend it.

This coloring book is really cool, as the background is completely black. This makes the colors pop,

and I cannot wait to start working in this book. The images are single sided, so you can use which

ever medium you prefer without ruining images on the backsides. Two thumbs up!!!

When a friend told me she needed to de-stress by coloring cuss words because she was dealing

with some major family problems - I immediately started researching - the reviews on this sold this

for me - after she showed it to another friend who I also wanted to order a coloring book for cause

that's her new passion -she wanted it and I ordered her one - I asked my son if he wanted to try this

new coloring phase that's spreading across the country while he is visiting from college, we can

color while sitting on sun porch and chatting- he said "um, don't know" I showed him this book and

he was like "OMG! GET ME THAT ONE!!" (laughing) Hey if it makes you laugh which relaxes you -

I'm all for itThis is a fun idea - he is a creative artist like my other boys and this is not stressful - you

do not feel like you have to do it a certain way so no anxiety over 'how it should be done' - he had

fun picking different colors - - If I were a mom of boys who did not talk much - I'd find this a great



idea for seeing how much more comes out of the conversations during the coloring/talking process.

My boys talk about everything with me so I won't know on this but I wanted to see if it was an

interest for him since he is going in to a major hard-core college and cussing is an outlet for kids -

this makes them laugh - while he was coloring - he mentioned I use this word often in my live

gaming - I said - just hold the pic up to the camera every time someone annoys you (besides

cussing) See if they start laughing - be funny to see how many young ones say "where'd you get

that?! I want one!"Coloring does get them talking - he wanted to go buy more colors while working

on this photo I am sharing with you.

This is an absolutely fun totally ADULT coloring book. It's an awesome way to color away your

frustration. The designs are big and bold, beautifully drawn and single sided. The midnight edition

makes your colors pop right off the page. It stands up to gel pens, pencils, watercolor pencils and

markers(as with any marker use place a plain sheet of paper invade of bleed Through). James has

down it again with this perfect book. Be sure to check out his other books as well. He is a very

talented artist. If you like cute animals he even has sweary books with those in them too. Beware of

the mysterious pickle chip mystery in one book. He won't tell us what it really is.

I absolutely love this adult coloring book! I like the uniqueness of the black background as i havent

even had one with a black background before. Each one has a very unique design to the page and

they dont have multiple repeat designs. Large variety of words in the book. The only down fall i

found is the pages arent perforated or anything so they arent easy to take out of the book if you

want to give one you colored to a friend or someone else.

Best coloring book yet. The black background makes the colors really pop! The variety of pictures is

awesome!

This adult coloring book is AWESOME!! I believe I will be purchasing more for my adult children as

stocking stuffers this Christmas. It is so great that even my husband has been caught coloring in it.

Some of the pages could be taken out of context so use caution if you are the person you are giving

this to could be offended. All 40 pages have something different the pages are of nice thickness.

Not to thick as the markers did seep through but not completely. The pages are not perforated so

they don't come out easily.
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